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Thomas Hamilton – Progenitor of a Colonial American family: His Ulster origins revealed using DNA

Shellee A. Morehead, PhD, CG
Cynthia L. Hamilton, Hamilton Family Researcher (Member no. 27760)

Captain Thomas Hamilton, grandson of James Hamilton, 1st Earl of Abercorn and fourth son of Sir George Hamilton of Dunnalong, County Tyrone, died May 9, 1687 and was buried in King’s Chapel, Boston, Massachusetts on May 16.2 He was Captain of the Kingfisher, which arrived in Boston, December 1686 bringing Sir Edmund Andros to the American Colonies as Governor General.3 Also recorded in Massachusetts is ‘Thomas Hamilton the son of Thomas Hamilton and Lidia his wife was born the 17 of February 1671 born at Rhode Island.’4

Three hundred years have passed since the documented events above took place in colonial New England. Relying on DNA evidence, historical events and traditional genealogical research, we suggest that Captain Thomas Hamilton and Thomas Hamilton, spouse of Lydia Wing above, may be one and the same person.

Identifying the origins of colonial families in New England can be troublesome when the immigrant did not stay long enough to appear in subsequent records. Lydia Wing (28 May 1647–c. 1710), daughter of Daniel Wing and Hannah Swift of Sandwich in Plymouth Colony, Massachusetts,5 married Thomas Hamilton and had two sons, Daniel and Thomas.6 While records exist that document Lydia Hamilton and her children in the Quaker records of Sandwich, her husband is never mentioned again after the births of their sons. Some researchers have assumed he died early. Using Y-DNA from four, direct male descendants of first son, Daniel Hamilton, we were able to match Lydia’s husband, Thomas Hamilton, to Sir George Hamilton mentioned above. Sir George was also a fourth great-grandson of James Hamilton, 1st Lord Hamilton (c. 1415–c. 1479), and Mary Stewart, daughter of King James II. The fourth son of Sir George Hamilton was indeed named Thomas.7

Four Hamilton males were tested. Tests #179124, #171468, #186719 and #224330 descend directly from Daniel Hamilton of Chatham, Cape Cod, Massachusetts, as well as subsequent generations in Yarmouth, Nova Scotia, through his grandson, Samuel Hamilton, born in 1738 in Chatham, Massachusetts. Samuel Hamilton was one of the New England Planters who removed to Nova Scotia in the 1760s. Samuel’s well documented paternal lineage is through his father Daniel, Jr., grandfather Daniel, and great-grandparents, Thomas Hamilton and Lydia Wing.8

Results from Y-DNA tests for the descendants of Daniel Hamilton, son of Thomas and Lydia Hamilton, show these descendants belong to Haplogroup I1a4a. Each of the 37 marker tests for these four men is identical to test subject #46675, a close kinsman to the current Duke of Abercorn, and a descendant of Sir George Hamilton. The results in the 67 marker tests differ at one site (DYS 534) by only one point in 3 of the 4 cases (Tests 171924, 186719, and 224330) and by 2 points in one case (Test 171468), indicating a high probability that the subjects are related.9 The shared surname and the genealogical evidence tracing the subjects to Thomas Hamilton, husband of Lydia Wing, as well as the close Y-DNA profile to a descendant of Sir George Hamilton indicates that Thomas Hamilton is likely a son of Sir George Hamilton and related to the Abercorns.

Several other test subjects including #69486, # 82645, and #76545, have been identified as distant kinsman of Test #46675, of the Abercorn line, but their most recent common ancestor is the above James Hamilton, 1st Lord Hamilton. One subject is a thirteenth cousin twice removed, the other two are fifteenth cousins once removed of test subject #46675, respectively. The descendants of the Cape Cod Hamiltons and the current Abercorn family are more closely related, probably ninth or tenth cousins...

Thomas Hamilton, fourth son of Sir George Hamilton, was ‘bred to the sea service,’ destined for the Royal Navy, and eventually commanded a variety of ships during the 1660s, 1670s and 1680s.10 This Thomas also served as a lieutenant on the Rupert in 1666, and in 1667 on the Mary during the second Anglo-Dutch war. He was appointed commander of the Deepford and transferred to the Nightingale in 1668 where he served until 4 May 1669.11 Two years later he rejoined the navy and soon became Captain.12 During these two years, he might have stopped in New England and married Lydia Wing, although no New England records give a naval title to Lydia’s husband. Lydia’s son Thomas was born on 17 February 1671 in Rhode Island.13 Much of Captain Hamilton’s later career was spent patrolling the Mediterranean. No record exists of his being assigned to another ship until he is Captain of the Mermaid from January 1671/2 to April 1672, about which ship we know only that it embarked from London.14

The timeline of Captain Hamilton’s service allows him to be the Thomas Hamilton recorded to have married Lydia Wing in Rhode Island [i.e. Newport], about 1669.15 A marriage in Rhode Island is suggestive. Lydia’s younger sister Deborah, in 1668, married William Dungan, son of Rev. Thomas Dungan of Newport, later of Pennsylvania.16 This William Dungan was a grandson of Frances (Latham) Dungan Clarke, known as the ‘mother of [Rhode Island] governors’ – wife of Acting Governor Jeremiah Clarke, mother of Governor Walter Clarke, and mother-in-law of Governor John Cranston. Thus Lydia Wing, had connections to colonial gentry in Newport.

In 1677, Lydia (Wing) Hamilton returned to Sandwich. In 1678, the Sandwich friends (Quakers) were concerned about ‘Lidia Hamblton’ and wanted to speak with ‘Daniel Wing to get a more convenient place for his daughter Lydia and her children.’17 In January 1679/80, Peter Gaunt and William Newland were sent to see ‘Lidia Hambelton concerning her condition.’ The next month, they return to describe her ‘condition and find[ing] it very bad,’ more inquiries were to follow. Lydia said she had ‘no cause to remove from the place where she was and further said she was willing to speak with Walter Clark and Arthur Cook concerning it.’18 This comment tends to confirm a former residence in Newport, where Governor Walter Clarke and Arthur Cook were prominent
citizens. Although no direct evidence has been found to place Captain Hamilton in Newport, it was at this time the largest port in the colonies and many Royal Navy ships docked there.

Captain Thomas’ will, dated May 9, 1687 and recorded in Boston, Suffolk County, Massachusetts, directs that his ‘body may be decently inter’d at the cost and charge of Mr. Archibald Hamilton & Mr. James Jennings, according to my quality …’ On May 27, 1687 two of the witnesses to the will, Robert Ratcliffe and Alexander Henderson, gave oath before Governor Andros that they ‘saw the before named Thomas Hamilton Signe, Seal and Declare this to be his last will and testament.’ The named executrix of his estate: ‘my Well beloved sister, Lady Elizabeth Hamilton.’ His escutcheon, consisting of three cinquefoils and a martlet [in heraldry a martlet indicates the fourth son] hung in King’s Chapel and was later held at the Massachusetts Historical Society.

In summary, the DNA evidence clearly reveals that the Hamilton descendants of Cape Cod, Massachusetts and Nova Scotia are direct kinmen to the Abercorn Hamiltons. The American Hamiltons who were tested for DNA thus descend from James Hamilton, 1st Lord Hamilton, and his wife Mary Stewart, daughter of King James II of Scotland.
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